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• Discuss habitat decay questionnaire responses
• Next steps

CVPIA SIT Call-in Meeting July 25, 2018 

Note: All values shown in this slide show represent 
Chinook Salmon spawning habitat



Draft Proposal
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Objective: Use data to create these relationships



Questionnaire 



Questionnaire Response

Name:  Chris Hammersmark
Affiliation:  cbec eco engineering
Tributary Name:  Lower American   
Type of Tributary:  regulated without a sediment supply

Brief description of data available:  repeat topographic surveys of gravel augmentation sites.  Some 
sites just have as-built and 2017 surfaces, but some sites have intermediate surfaces as well.

Brief description of how you think these data should by analyzed:  These data could be analyzed in 
2 ways.  1) simple DEM differencing to quantify the amount of change (aka gravel loss) in the 
project area. 2) the surfaces could be run through hydraulic models we have for the sites and the 
amount of suitable spawning habitat calculated.  Then the rate of decline of either gravel volume or 
a suitable spawning habitat could be related to years since construction, or better yet, related to 
the flow regime which occurred between the surveys.  

Any special topics the subgroup should be aware of concerning these data:  None



Questionnaire Response
Name:  Robyn Bilski
Affiliation:  EBMUD
Tributary Name:  lower Mokelumne River  
Type of Tributary:  regulated without a sediment supply

Brief description of data available:  Pre flood flow (~2016) and post flood flow bathymetry (2018) 
for a reach-scale spawning habitat restoration project. We also have pre and post project salmon 
redd distributions within the reach, which could potentially be used for biological validation. I’m 
currently working on running 2D hydraulic models to determine how predicted spawning habitat 
suitability has changed as well. The modeling results should be available this fall. 

*On a side note, we also have salmon redd distributions in spawning habitat restoration sites since 
the early 1990’s. Very few of these project sites also have pre and post flood flow bathymetry data, 
but a few constructed after 1999 may have some useful information.* 

Brief description of how you think these data should by analyzed:  Many small scale spawning 
habitat restoration projects may rapidly decay after a single flood flow event, depending on 
duration. A reach-scale project may have a slower decay rate because each riffle (with the 
exception of the riffle furthest upstream) is being supplemented by the sediment mobilized above 
it. The data set mentioned above will provide information as to how reach-scale restoration 
projects may respond to flood flow events, in contrast to smaller site-specific projects. 

Any special topics the subgroup should be aware of concerning these data:  None

For more information, see here

LMR habitat restoration_JULY2018.pdf


Other Mokelumne Information

For more information, see 
Merz et al. (2006), Geomorphology 76:207–228 

J26_Moke_sed.pdf


Questionnaire Response
Name:  David Gaeuman
Affiliation:  NCAO, TRRP
Tributary Name:  Trinity River  
Type of Tributary:  regulated with a variable sediment supply depending on location

Brief description of data available:  high-resolution topographic change data (multibeam sonar in 
2015, 2016, 2017)

Brief description of how you think these data should by analyzed:  Identify areas of scour and 
deposition, assess changes in physical habitat

Any special topics the subgroup should be aware of concerning these data:  None



Questionnaire Response
Name:  Mark Gard
Affiliation:  US Fish and Wildlife Service

Tributary Name:  American River 
Type of Tributary:  regulated without a sediment supply
Brief description of data available:  Amount of spawning habitat for 2008 gravel site
Brief description of how you think these data should by analyzed:  compare decrease in amount of 
habitat with flows between times that the amount of habitat was quantified  
Any special topics the subgroup should be aware of concerning these data:  None 

Tributary Name:  Clear Creek 
Type of Tributary:  regulated with a sediment supply
Brief description of data available:  Amount of spawning habitat for 3A gravel site
Brief description of how you think these data should by analyzed:  compare decrease in amount of 
habitat with flows between times that the amount of habitat was quantified  
Any special topics the subgroup should be aware of concerning these data:  None 



Information from Mark Gard

American River Clear Creek

For more information, see 
Gard (2014), River Research and Applications 30:40–44 

For more information, see 
Gard (2012), USFW Report

gard2014.pdf
CVPIA Annual Progress Report Fiscal Year 2012.pdf


Questionnaire Response
Name:  Matt Brown
Affiliation:  USFWS
Tributary Name:  Clear Creek  
Type of Tributary:  regulated without a sediment supply

Brief description of data available:  Actual spawning area mapping (SAM) used by fall Chinook in large 
scale stream channel reconstruction projects. This data is collected during spawning annually since 2000. 
Potential spawning area using habitat suitability criteria d, v, substrate (pSAM) for gravel supplementation 
projects since 2010. Also have geomorphic topography data which has been used to estimate volumetric 
changes in these same sites including repeat surveys / estimates. We have data from 2006 to add to the 
data set that was presented at the June 18, 2018 subgroup meeting. We have information on bedload 
transport, and tracer rocks, if others are wanting to look at / verify incipient motion calculations. 

Brief description of how you think these data should by analyzed:  Annual SAM data for individual 
restoration project areas beginning in 2000 could be looked at over time to see the trajectory (slides 6 and 
7 in attached ppt are examples from our June 18, 2018 discussion). The data could be normalized for 
escapement.  The decay trajectory may change quite a bit if escapement is taken into account. Annual 
pSAM data beginning in 2008 for individual project areas does not need to be adjusted for escapement 
and could be used in a similar fashion (slides 1 through 4 are examples from our June 18, 2018 discussion. 
For the creation of habitat side, at some sites: habitat is created immediately, habitat increases gradually 
over time, habitat doesn’t increase much and then increases all of a sudden. For the decay side, some 
sites: decay immediately 

Any special topics the subgroup should be aware of concerning these data:  There is a lot of variability in 
creation and decay in Clear Creek. Putting all of the data from different watersheds together may help see 
how to deal with the variability. 



Stays the same
Information from Matt Brown



Regular supplementation
Information from Matt Brown



Delayed benefits- sudden change 
Information from Matt Brown



Gradual increase 
Information from Matt Brown



Phase 3B
Information from Matt Brown



Phase 3A SAM
Information from Matt Brown



Further information

• Look at PSAM for reach 6

• Correct for run size

Information from Matt Brown



Questionnaire Response
Name:  John Hannon
Affiliation:  USBR
Tributary Name: Sacramento River 
Type of Tributary:  regulated without a sediment supply – has a supply that we add to most years, 
whatever category that puts it into.

Brief description of data available:  Spawning habitat mapped in 1948, 1964, 1980, 1980 report, 
Colusa to Red Bluff mapped in 1984, mapped again in 2005 and compared to the earlier mapping in 
a report by Stillwater Sciences available,  Report by Keith Marine on evaluation of redd survey data 
compared to gravel additions.  The reports and NSR data were submitted as an attachment.

Brief description of how you think these data should by analyzed:  see above

Any special topics the subgroup should be aware of concerning these data:  None



Questionnaire Response
Name:  John Hannon
Affiliation:  USBR
Tributary Name: American River
Type of Tributary:  regulated without a sediment supply – has a supply that we add to most years, 
whatever category that puts it into.

Brief description of data available:  Annual aerial photos two or three times during Chinook 
spawning each year (2001 – 2017) used for redd counts – proportion of total spawners (redds) by 
each section of the river can be analyzed over time.  Data is summarized annually in a spreadsheet 
by approximately ¼ mile sections (area covered by one photo).  On the ground redd survey data is 
available for some gravel project sites in some years.  Also have 2017 bathymetry that could be 
compared to bathymetry from around 2006 or so to look at channel changes.  The earlier data is 2’ 
contour resolution I believe.  Also gravel budget report by Dave Fairman from 2007 looks at channel 
changes and balance of sediment in/sediment out based on cross sections and aerial photo interp
from the early 1900’s to 2000’s.  Tim Horner 2014 report on degradation of spawning sites over 
time 1991 – 2012.  Fairman and Horner reports and the data were submitted as an attachment.

Brief description of how you think these data should by analyzed:  see above

Any special topics the subgroup should be aware of concerning these data:  None



Example Table from Fairman Thesis



Questionnaire Response
Name:  John Hannon
Affiliation:  USBR
Tributary Name: Stanislaus River
Type of Tributary:  regulated without a sediment supply – has a supply that we add to most years, 
whatever category that puts it into.

Brief description of data available: Annual on the ground redd mapping date at peak of spawning 
in the Goodwin Canyon gravel placement area.  Not sure of usefulness because gravel is replaced as 
it washes downstream from this area so redd counts are probably fairly proportional to spawning 
escapement size.

Brief description of how you think these data should by analyzed:  see above

Any special topics the subgroup should be aware of concerning these data:  None
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Rod’s suggested scenarios

1. Rearing Habitat on the Mainstem Sacramento River (Howard Johnson, or HoJo scenarios) 
- There is a subgroup working on a set of more than 25 rearing habitat projects on the 
mainstem Sac. The group includes USACE representatives. I propose that we locate those 
projects within the 4 segments of the Sac, then vary the scenarios by turning them on and 
off in an orderly fashion to ascertain the efficacy and sequence (priority) of construction 
that leads to the greatest increase in fish production.

2. Hindcast - John Hutchings has the history of CVPIA projects to the point where we should 
be able, as a group, to fashion a scenario or 2 that describes life without CVPIA for testing 
in the DSM.

3. FRP Quantification - I suggest that a group of us quantify all of the projects described in 
the USFWS Final Restoration Plan (FRP) (1999) and test permutations of those projects as 
various scenarios in the DSM. Comparison to the Hindcast would be insightful.



4. I'd like us to consider how we could model the potential fisheries benefits of the 
proposed SITES reservoir.

5. Similarly, I'd like us to consider how we could model the potential fisheries benefits 
of the Steelhead Lake & Veteran's Lake pumped storage concept south of 
Whiskeytown Lake. That concept impacts fish habitat on all of the westside streams 
from Clear Creek to Elder Creek.

Rod’s suggested scenarios
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